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The George Skelt reprint of this play featured a set of three wings that

were only partly based on the ones used for the original Skelt version.



Richard Turpin
Plays about highwaymen were especially popular in the Toy Theatre, not surprising when most of the customers were boys! Robert Louis

Stevenson was especially keen on these and ones about pirates.

The real Richard or “Dick” Turpin was born in Essex in 1705. His criminal activities started when he sold deer poached by the Essex Gang

in his butcher’s shop. He joined the gang and embarked on a career of violent house robbery but switched to highway robbery after most of

the rest of the gang had been captured. Despite being responsible for a number of murders he was eventually arrested for horse theft and

executed at York in 1739.

Immediately after his death stories about him began to be published. One embellishment was the story of his 200 mile ride from London to

York. Harrison Ainsworth included this in his very popular novel “Rookwood” published in 1834.

The London stage featured his exploits from at least 1819 when Astley’s Ampitheatre featured an “Entirely New Equestrian Melodrama”

about Dick Turpin.

The Toy Theatre version was based on a stage play which had three titles, Richard Turpin, Rookwood and Turpin’s Ride to York, by

G.D.Pitt from Harrison Ainsworth, which was performed at Sadlers Wells in 1840.

J.K.Green published his version in the same year and the Skelts published both penny and halfpenny  versions. It was to have lasting

popularity. Toy Theatre play versions of it were given away by Boys magazines in the 1870s, namely Hogarth House with their publication,

“Tyburn Dick” and by Edwin Brett in “The Boy’s Budget”. This was followed in the 1880s and 1890s by several penny packet versions by

Andrews, Clark, Gage and Goode.

Our version is taken from the reprint published by George Skelt c.1950. He redrew, traced or copied original sheets, his version had large

scenes. In our version we have replaced his wings by ones closer to the Skelt originals.

It is a delightful play to perform, full of action and drama and we hope that this reprint will facilitate yet another revival!
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